Abstract
Introduction
Coudert et al. [I] have shown that breadth-first traversal is more amenable to symbolic treatment than depth-fist traversal, and hence can deal with sequential machines with many more states. Although quite successful, the symbolic methods developed so far (see, for instance, [2, 3, 41) cannot complete the reachability analysis of many large finite state machines, because they require too much memory, or are computationally intensive.
Approximate traversal [5, 61 addresses this problem by computing a superset of the reachable states, thus enabling conservative verification. In this paper, we propose an alternative approach that can produce either certified exact reachability information, or a large sample of the entire reachable state set, thus enabling partial verification. Therefore, one can compute both a lower bound and an upper bound to the number of reachable states, and hence obtain a better characterization of the state space of a large sequential circuit.
Our approach targets at two important problems in the traversal of large sequential machines: the memory resources available for traversal and efficiency of traversal using symbolic techniques. Binary Decision Diagrams( BDDs) are extremely useful in representing characteristic functions of various sets in these symbolic algorithms. Since the efficiency of most BDD operations is dependent on the size of the BDDs, it is advantageous to keep their sizes(in terms of number of nodes) small. We claim that this advantage can be characterized as a density measure of BDDs, where density is defined as the ratio of minterms to nodes. We have, therefore, combined several techniques aimed at increasing density and present a reachability analysis algorithm that mixes breadth-fist traversal and depth-first traversal.
The advantages of this mixed approach are two-fold; The mixed approach will, typically, reach more states with smaller memory resources as it is not constrained by a fixed sequence of states as in the breadth-fist search. Even when the number of states are comparable, the mixed approach ventures farther away from the initial states, thereby producing a more uniform sampling of the reachable set. This helps find more errors in designs (subtle errors often require rather long sequences of events to be uncovered), and makes the results of partial verification more reliable in case of success.
Our combination of breadth-first and depth-first searches proceeds in breadth-first mode as long as the BDDs used in image computation are small. When they become too large, a small, dense subset is retained and used to proceed with traversal. Once we reach a stage where no new states are added we take the image of the entire reached set, which may be smaller towards the end, thus making this computation easier. This final computation is indeed critical from both the CPU time and the memory standpoint; hence, the algorithm may not be able to complete it, and return only a subset of the reachable states.
Previous attempts to mixed breadth-first/ depth-first traversal have focused on explicit search techniques [7] , that are limited in the number of states they can explore, and on the combination of breadth-first traversal with geometrac chaaning [8] . Our approach is therefore the first fully general, symbolic solution to the problem. In the following section, we discuss the preliminaries. Section 3 contains the mixed breadth-fist depth-fist algorithm and techniques for subsetting. We report the results in Section 4.
Preliminaries
A Fmzte State Machane is defined as a 6-tuple (l,O,S,S,X,S"), where 1 is the input alphabet, 0 is the output alphabet, S is the (finite, non-empty) set of states, b : S x I + S is the next state function, X : S x I -+ 0 is the output function, and So C_ S is the set of initial (reset) states.
Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs) [9, 101 are directly acyclic graphs (DAGS) representing switching functions. Reduced Ordered BDDs are BDDs with the same ordering of variables appearing in different paths and are canonical representations of logic functions. Each internal node of a BDD is labeled with a variable U , and has two children, labeled T and E. The function f at any node, is evaluated as:
BDDs have proved to be very efficient data structures and are widely used in traversal applications.
The generalized cofactor, first proposed by Coudert et a1 [l) , is an operator widely used in image computation.
The generalized cofactor of a function f with respect to a function g is defined as:
where p q ( z ) is an apppropriate mapping of each minterm in the offset of g(z) to a minterm in the on-set of g ( s ) .
Exact Traversal: Symbolic FSM traversal has been based so far on a breadth-first search (BFS) of the set of reachable states from a given set of initial states. At each iteration, the set of states, reachable from a given set (From) in one time-step, is computed. The set of new states, from this computation, are added to the reachable set (Reached) using the next state function. The algorithm terminates when the cumulative reached set attains a fixed point. All sets of states are represented as characteristic functions and BDDs are used to manipulate these characteristic functions.
Image Computation: We use the transition function method with the input splitting approach for image computation. The image is computed by first constraining b with the set of states at each iteration (6 . (. From), and then computing the range of the constrained 6. There are two approaches to this image computation: based on input splitting and output splitting respectively. The efficiency of the transition function method lies in partitioning the components based on disjoint support and caching identical subproblems.
Improving Density
The main problem with symbolic BFS traversal is that it runs outs of memory when the size of BDDs representing the characteristic functions become too large. It has also been observed experimentally that in many cases the BDDs at completion are smaller than the intermediate ones. These observations suggest that the problem is due to the low density of the BDDs during traversal.
The sparse A second source of memory problems is image computation, which is carried out by computing the image of the constrained 6 (Image(6 $ From)). We observed that, in many circuits, as BFS traversal progressed and the size of From increased, the constrained 6 was several orders of magnitude larger than the original 6. The transition relation suffers from a similar inconvenience. A third set of sparse BDDs are the partial results of image computation.
One method of increasing the density of a given set of BDDs is to reorder the variables. Periodic reordering of the Reached BDD and dynamic reordering [ll] during image computation, keeps the partial results small and increases density by lowering size. Our approach is to extract a dense subset of the set of states manipulated at a given iteration, such that the BDD for the subset is small. We target at exact traversal of large machines, failing which, we establish a lower bound. In this section, we discuss several techniques to improve density during traversal.
Combining Breadth-First and DepthFirst Search
The modified BFS algorithm is shown in Figure 1 . The machine is traversed with BFS traversal until the size of From exceeds a certain threshold; then, a dense subset is extracted and this subset of From is used to proceed with traversal. When no new states are produced, the sub-traversal may have reached the actual fixed point (the one that would be obtained during pure BFS traversal) or a dead-end, which arises from having discarded some states during the process of subsetting. Termination is checked by computing the image of Reached, which recovers those states that may have been discarded and not subsequently reached again. A dense subset of From will have a positive impact on the size of the constrained d as well as the size of Reached. Normally, adding a small BDD to that of Reached will not 
3.2
The problem of subsetting can be posed in the following way:
Given a BDD for f with n nodes and a threshold k < n, find g 5 f such that the BDD for g has m 5 IC nodes and that the number of minterms of g is maximum. If f has p minterms, there are 2p choices for g. We therefore find it convenient to restrict ourselves to this modified version of the problem: Subsetting Problem: Given a BDD F for f with n nodes and a threshold IC < n, find a BDD G with m 5 k nodes, such that: The number of paths to the constant 1 in G is, according to the adopted definition, the number of minterms of the function g represented by G.
It is possible to compute in time linear in the size of F the number of paths from the root of F to the constant 1 that go through each node v of F . The number of paths through v gives the reduction in the number of minterms when o is eliminated (replacing all pointers to it by the constant 0). Hence, the numbers of paths through each node allow one to solve exactly the subsetting problem in linear time, for the case k = n -1. However, for larger k, this would be suboptimal. Recomputing the number of paths through each node may result in better solutions but will still be expensive and suboptimal. Besides, this method may result in an unconnected graph.
Example: Consider the BDD of Figure 3 , where each of the eight internal nodes is annotated with the number of paths from the root of F to the constant 1 that go through it. The best choice if we want a 7-node G is to remove node J . However, if we want a 3-node G and we discard the nodes with the fewest paths through them, J , D, L, C , and H , the resulting G, after reduction, is the constant 0. On the other hand, discarding D, E , H , J , and L gives, after reduction, a G with three nodes and eight minterms.
The two methods presented in the sequel try to address this problem in two different ways.
Heavy B r a n c h Subsetting
The Heavy Branch method is based on the simple observation that a subset of a given BDD can be created by setting one cofactor of a node to the constant 0 [12] and retaining the other. This method uses the minterm and node count for each node in the BDD to guide the choice of the subset. The above two statistics for each node are computed and stored in a table as described in Figure 4 . This method completes in 3 passes on the BDD. In the first step, the count-minterm procedure counts the number of minterms for each node, U , in the BDD
and stores it in mintem-count(v).
The diflerentialnode-count procedure computes two measures for each node, U, in the BDD. One measure is the size of the DAG rooted at this node. The procedure first visits the branch with larger number of minterms (heavier child). By taking the heavier branch first, it is also possible to compute the differential-node-count of the lighter child of the node. The differential-node-count of the lighter child is defined as the number of nodes belonging exclusively to the lighter child i.e., a count that does not include nodes that are shared with the heavier child. Thus, each node, U , is labeled with its node count (size of BDD rooted at this node) and the diflerentiahode-count of its lighter child, and this information is stored in node-count(v).
The next.step of this procedure, starting at the root node, creates a subset of the given BDD by discarding (setting to the constant 0) the lighter child at each node. The size of the subset at each node o, created by eliminating the lighter child, is equal to the sum of the number of nodes on the path taken from the root node to U , and the node count of v less the differential node count of the discarded child. The process of discarding the lighter child continues until the size of the subset drops below the given threshold.
The advantaRe of this method is that it is fast and is -linear in the size of the BDD being subset. In keeping the child with larger minterms, the subset of minterms retained is maximized. Pruning from the root node keeps a precise count of the size of the subset being created. The disadvantage of this method lies in the creation of a string of nodes at the top of the BDD, each of which has one child set to the constant 0. These nodes may cause a loss of recombination that may be acquired at no cost. Another drawback of this method is that it is dependent on the variable ordering in the BDD. The lighter branches from the top will always be eliminated, irrespective of the order of the variables present in the BDD. However, this dependence is offset to some extent by reordering.
Example: Consider the BDD in the Figure 5 (a). The nodes of this graph, F, are annotated with the minterm count. Starting at the root node, A, the lighter children are eliminated until we reach the given threshold. If the threshold is 3, the resulting graph contains the nodes, A, B, and C, where the lighter children, D and E, are discarded. The resulting subset has 8 minterms vs. the 28 of F.
Short Paths Subsetting
The Short Paths method extracts the shortest paths between the root node and the constant l(0NE). In a BDD, the shortest paths to ONE represent the largest sets of minterms, while the longest paths represent the smallest sets of minterms. Therefore, it is favorable to keep the shortest paths while creating a subset.
Consider a node v in the BDD. We define the path-length of this node as the sum of its shortest distances from the root and to ONE. The distance between two nodes in a BDD is defined as the number of edges between them. If V p a t h J e n g t h denotes the path-length of U , then any node, w , lying on the shortest path between the root node and ONE through U , has a W p a t h J e n g t h that is less than or equal to V p a t h J e n g t h .
Thus. keeping the nodes with the shortest path-lengths is equivalent to retaining the shortest paths in the BDD between the root node and ONE. The method involves choosing a maximum allowable path-length and building a subgraph with nodes that have path-lengths less than or equal to the maximum allowable. Connectedness of the subgraph is ensured, since any node, U , with path length, V p a t h J e n g t h , has at least one child with path-length less than or equal to U p a t h J e n g t h , which provides a path to ONE. The Short Paths method completes in 3 passes of the BDD.
1. The first step is to find the shortest distance of each node from the root. This is requires in a breadth-first search of the BDD. Procedure find-shortest-root-dist stores the computed distance for each node in root-dist(v).
2.
In the next step, find-shortest-ONE-dist computes the shortest distance of each node from ONE in a depthfirst search of the BDD. Once the shortest distances from ONE are recorded, the path-length of each node can also be computed. The number of nodes labeled with each unique path-length are stored in path-length-away; if n is the number of variables, at most n different path-lengths are possible.
3. The third step involves computing max-path, the maximum path-length such that the number of nodes with path-lengths less than or equal to maz-path sum up to the given threshold. The threshold may be such that not all nodes labeled with max-path are required.
4.
The procedure, build-subset, generates a subset of Prom using the path-length information of each node. This procedure discards all nodes with path-length greater than max-path and retains as many complete paths as allowed be the threshold criterion. Choosing only a fraction of nodes of max-path may create an incomplete path i.e., retain nodes on a path that do not connect the root to ONE. In this case, the shortest path from this node to either ONE or any other node with path-length less than or equal to maz-path is added to the subset. Some additional minterms are gained by adding this path with little overhead in terms of nodes (at most ( n -1) nodes beyond the threshold are to the added subset).
This method is designed to increase the density of subsets. Since paths of equal length contribute to the same number of minterms, and there is no relative advantage in choosing one over the other, this method performs best when the BDD has paths of varied lengths. However, since a subset of paths in the BDD are extracted, these paths may be disjoint. Consequently, a chosen set of paths may have very little sharing and this will have a negative impact on the density of the subset.
Example: Consider the example shown in Figure 5 (b). The nodes of this graph F are annotated with path-lengths. The nodes, A, B, C, are labeled with path-length 3, since the shortest path to ONE through them is A-B-C. Nodes, D, E, F, are labeled with path-length 4 , where the shortest path they lie on is A-D-E-H. Nodes J and L are labeled 5 as they lie on the path A-B-E-J-L, which is 5 nodes long. If a 3-node graph is required, then nodes A, B, C are chosen to form the subset since they have the shortest path-lengths.
Caching: Caching computed results, during image computation, can substantially improve the speed of traversal. Due to recombination in BDDs, the same subproblems could occur when taking different paths in the BDD. The input splitting approach benefits from this recombination especially as the subproblems get small. Dynamic Reordering during Image Computation: Reordering of variables increases the density of BDDs in traversal by reducing their size and the speedup due to the smaller BDDs often offsets the time spent reordering. It has also been observed experimentally that the best order for 6 is often not the best one for traversal. Periodic reordering of variables during traversal is required to keep the size small at all times. Sometimes, traversal runs out of memory during image computation since the partial results are large. The incorporation of dynamic reordering [ll] , during image computation, has shown dramatic improvements in being able to overcome the size increase that occurs when traversing some circuits.
Experimental Results
In this section, we present experimental results on the improved techniques for traversal. we have integrated our techniques into the symbolic FSM traversal package, verzf [4] .
All experiments were conducted on a 275MHz DEC Alpha workstation. We set a time limit of 22000 CPU seconds on the experiments and a memory limit of 440M. Table 1 contains results for some of the ISCAS89 benchmark circuits and a data link controller circuit, controller. The third row of this table shows results for the s5378 benchmark optimized with VERITAS (131. The optimization was done by removing redundant latches using approximate Columns 5 and 6 report traversal results with the subsetting techniques.
As indicated by the table, the subsetting techniques are very effective and produce a larger Reached set than any other column. In the case of the controller example and s9234, the From BDDs are very small and subsetting was not required. As reported in [13], the upper bound for s5378 opt and s5378 is 2.95e-Cl7. With subsetting, in the case of s5378 opt, we have a Reached set that has more than half the number of states in the upper bound. We ran the s1423 example for longer than the time limit specified on the above results and obtained a reached set of size 1.67ef14 while the upper bound reported in [13] is 6.25e+18. In general, the subsetting method of Short Paths produced very dense subsets and the ratio of the densities of the subset BDD to the original BDD was sometimes as high as 5.35. The table reflects the impact of these high densities on the reduction of the number of iterations to reach the same number of states.
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we have presented techniques that increase the density of traversal. These results can be viewed as a practical improvement over simulation in terms of number of states sampled per CPU second. The subsetting techniques have also proved very effective in furthering traversal and establishing a lower bound of the reachable set. Compared to the symbolic BFS traversal, our method is well behaved, in terms of memory occupation and does better in terms of the number of reachable states. In some cases, we can combine our results with approximate traversal and prove tight bounds on the number of reachable states of the machine. The subsetting techniques can be extended to any fixed point computation problem that behaves like FSM traversal. In the future, we propose to study the applications of these techniques to approximate traversal and model checking.
